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1. Geography 
1.1.Volcanoes in News 

Equador 

 

Sangay volcano : Ecuador & Cotopaxi Volcano : Ecuador 
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Philippines 

 

Taal Volcano : Philippines 

 Pinatubo Volcano : Philippines 
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 Indonesia 

 

Mt. Sinabung : Indonesia 
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Semeru Volcano: : Indonesia &  Mount Anak Kraktau : Indonesia  

 Mount Merapi : Indonesia 
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Hawaii 

 Kilauea Volcano: Hawaii  
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New Zealand 

 White Island Volcano  

 Tanzania  
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Mount Kilimanjaro 

 

Italy 
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Mount Etna : Italy  

 

Question for Practice 

 Which of the following are matched correctly?  

1. Mount Agung : Indonesia 

2. Mount Soputan : Indonesia  

3. La Soufriere volcano : Italy  

A. Only 1 and 2  

B. Only 1 and 3  

C. Only 2 and 3  

D. 1, 2 and 3  
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2. History & Culture 
2.1.Rudreshwara Ramappa Temple  

• Rudreswara Temple is also known by the name of Ramappa temple. (Named after architect and 

perhaps the only temple to be named so)  

• Diety worshipped - Lord Shiva  

• Location - Palampet, Mulugu district, near Warangal in state of Telangana.  

• Only nomination for the UNESCO World Heritage site tag for the year 2019. 

(The temple has been in UNESCO’s tentative list since 2014).  

• Nominated under Criterion i (Masterpiece of human creative genius) and 

criterion iii (bearing a unique or at least an exceptional testimony to a 

cultural tradition, which is living or which has disappeared). Decision taken at 

the 44th session of the World Heritage Committee of UNESCO in China.  

• Other Inclusions  

✓Quanzhou - Emporium of the World in Song-Yuan China.  

✓Trans -Iranian Railways 

✓Paseo del Prado and Buen Reitro - Spain (A landscape of Arts and 

Sciences)  

• India now has 39 sites on the UNESCO’s World Heritage List and ASI is the 

custodian of 23 world heritage sites.  

Temple History and Architecture  

• An inscription in the temple dates it to the year 1213 and says it was built by 

a Kakatiya General Recherla Rudra Reddy, during the period of the 

Kakatiya ruler Ganapati Deva.  

• The temple is a Sivalayam, where Lord Ramalingeswara is worshipped. 

Marco Polo, during his visit to the Kakatiya Empire, allegedly called the 

temple "the brightest star in the galaxy of temples”. Temple stands 

majestically on a 6 ft high star-shaped platform.  

• It was built using sandstone and its construction, which began in 1213 CE 

and is believed to have continued for over 4 decades.  

• UNESCO denotes - “The building features decorated  

• beams and pillars of carved granite and dolerite with a distinctive and 

pyramidal Vimana (horizontally stepped tower) made of lightweight porous bricks, so-called 

‘floating bricks’, which reduced the weight of the roof structures. The temple’s sculptures of high 

artistic quality illustrate regional dance customs and Kakatiyan culture.”  
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3. Polity & Governance 
3.1.Assam-Mizoram Clashes? 

• Context: On 26th July 2021, at least five Assam Police 

personnel were killed and 50 others were injured as Assam 

and Mizoram policemen allegedly fired at each in a sudden 

escalation of a border dispute between the two states.  

• The clashes stem from a land dispute between Assam and 

Mizoram over "improper demarcation of the state border". 

• Three districts in Assam - Cachar, Hailakandi and 

Karimganj, lined by the Barak valley - share a 164.6 km-long 

border with three districts of Mizoram. 

• The region only gained recognition in 1972 - almost three 

decades after India's independence - when it became a 

separate federally administered area. In 1987, it became a 

fully-fledged state.  
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• The boundary between present-day Assam and 

Mizoram, dates back to the colonial era, when 

Mizoram was known as Lushai Hills, a district of 

Assam.  

• The dispute stems from a notification of 1875 

that for the first time, stipulated a clear 

demarcation between the Cachar plains (which 

lie in present-day Assam) and Lushai Hills, which 

later came to be known as Mizoram. 

• In 1933, another notification released by the 

British government, marked the separation 

between the Lushai Hills and Manipur, which 

indicated that the Manipur border began from 

the tripoint of Lushai Hills, Assam's Cachar 

district and Manipur.  

• Mizoram follows the 1875 notification, which 

was an upshot of the Bengal Eastern Fronter 

Regulation (BERF) Act of 1873 (also known as the Inner Line Regulation), claiming that it is the only 

prescription that took into account the position of the Mizo 

community.  

• Assam follows a 1933 notification through which delimitation of 

the earlier boundary between Lushai Hills and the former princely 

state of Manipur was modified.  

• The first row broke out in 1994, leading to several rounds of talks 

that were brokered by the federal government. But sporadic 

clashes have continued.  

• In 2020, Residents of Lailapur village in Assam’s Cachar district clashed with residents of localities 

near Vairengte in Mizoram’s Kolasib district. Days before this clash, on October 9, 2020, similar 

violence had taken place on the border of Karimganj (Assam) and Mamit (Mizoram) districts.   

• At the heart of the matter was an "eviction drive" carried out by Assam along a contested part of the 

border - authorities from the state reportedly burned a farmhouse and crops in the area.  

• The Mizoram government responded by deploying troops in areas which Assam claims is part of its 

territory.  

• After the violence on 26th July 2026, Assam's chief minister, Mr Sarma, announced on Twitter that 

members of the state police were killed by Mizoram forces "while defending the constitutional 

boundary".  

• Police in Assam also alleged that "miscreants" from Mizoram pelted them with stones and attacked its 

government officials.  

• A meeting with Home Minister Amit Shah had been conducted in Shillong on 24th July. Post clashes, 

central government has deployed the CRPF as a "neutral force" at the disputed border.  
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• The tussle between the two states signifies confrontational/conflictual federalism in India stemming 

from territorial dispute.  

✓Boundary issues: The boundary issues between the states are the reasons for their disputes 

majorly. For example Karnataka and Maharashtra both lay claim to Belgaum. As per the North 

Eastern areas Reorganization Act 1971, there was a big change by the establishment of Manipur 

and Tripura.  

✓Imagined border: The border between the two neighbouring states is an imaginary line that 

changes with the natural obstacles of rivers, hills, valleys and forests. People of Assam and Mizoram 

have attributed the border conflicts to the differences over this not-so-clear boundary.  

✓Migration: There are many issues when people of a state feel that their land and resources are 

being used by the migrants from other states. This happens when there are not enough resources in 

the state which makes the job seekers move to other places.  

✓Sharing of Water Resources: The most long standing issue is the issue of water resources among 

the people of India. Due to increased demand for water people migrate and create ruckus.  

Which of the following is correct about Zonal Councils in India?  

1. 263 imagines the creation of Zonal Councils.  

2. Zonal Councils are advisory bodies that have been grouped into six zones  

A. 1 only 

B. 2 only 

C. Both 1 and 2  

D. Neither 1 nor 2  
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4. Economy 
4.1.Why RBI is Buying Gold 

What is the Data  

• Gold reserves with the Reserve Bank of India surged over 12 times in 20 years (data presented by the 

Finance Ministry in Rajya Sabha showed)  

Where is the Gold Kept 

• RBI has been in possession of gold reserves, as a part of the foreign exchange reserves 

 

• As at March-end 2021 403.01 tonnes of gold - Safe custody with the Bank of England and the Bank of 

International Settlements (BIS)  

• 292.30 tonnes of gold - Held domestically  
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• India’s desire to add gold reserves seems to be driven mainly by the fear of depreciation in dollar 

value causing capital loss.  

• RBI’s recent gold purchases started in 2018. Two events:  

✓US dollar fell sharply in 2017 as the trade war with China and crash in commodity prices  

✓Yields on US treasury bonds spiked sharply.  

• The buying gold appears to be driven by a desire to reduce the dominance of the US over the global 

economy.  

Why buying the Gold Now  

• Safety and Liquidity - the twin objectives of foreign exchange reserves management.  

• Also kept in mind is return optimisation  

How Much Gold Reserves Do We have 

• Gold reserves have surged to $33 billion at the end of FY 2020-21 from $2.7 billion in FY 2000-01  

• As at end-March 2021, the Reserve Bank held 695.31 tonnes of gold as part of its foreign exchange 

reserves management against 653.01 tonnes as at March-end 2020  
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Gold and Forex  

• Four components of forex reserves are:  

✓Foreign Currency Assets  

✓Gold 

✓Special Drawing Rights  

✓Reserve Tranche Position in the International Monetary Fund  

Share of Gold in Forex  

• The share of gold in the total Fx reserves decreased from about 6.69 per cent as at end- September 

2020 to about 5.87 per cent as at end-March 2021  

An Interesting Fact  

• RBI, in July 1991, pledged 46.91 tonnes of gold with the Bank of Japan and the Bank of England and 

raised a loan of $405 million.  

• This loan was redeemed by the RBI by repayment between September and November 1991.  

A Question for UPSC Aspirants  

What are the shortcomings of holding Gold reserves?  
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5. Environment 
5.1.Management Effectiveness Evaluation of Protected  

Introduction  

• Recently, Management Effectiveness Evaluation (MEE) of 

146 National Park and Wildlife Sanctuaries in the Country 

was released.  

• At present, India has a network of 903 Protected Areas in 

the country covering about 5% of the total geographic area 

of the country.  

• In order to assess the efficacy of Protected Areas, 

evaluation of management effectiveness is required.  

• It was also announced that from 2021 onwards, 10 best 

National Parks, 5 coastal and Marine parks and top five 

Zoos in the country will be ranked and awarded every year.  

• India’s major portion of biodiversity are being safeguarded 

as Protected Areas (PAs).  

• India has systematically designated its PAs in four legal categories viz. National Parks, Wildlife 

Sanctuaries, Conservation Reserves and Community Reserves under Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 

and as per this Act, India have setup 903 formally designated PAs with the total coverage 

1,65,012.65km2 (5.02% of the countries geographical area).  

• Among 903 PAs, 101 National Parks, 553 Wildlife Sanctuaries, 86 Conservation Reserves and 163 

Community Reserves (as on 1st January, 2020).  

• The National Parks and Wildlife Sanctuaries are presently the categories being subjected to 

evaluation through management effectiveness evaluation (MEE) process.  

Management Effectiveness Evaluation of PAs’ 

• Protected area (PA) management effectiveness evaluation (MEE) is defined as the assessment of how 

well NP&WLS are being managed—primarily, whether they are protecting their values and achieving 

the goals and objectives agreed upon.  

• The term ‘management effectiveness’ reflects three main themes of PA management: • Design issues 

relating to both individual sites and PA systems 

• The adequacy and appropriateness of management systems and processes 

• Delivery of the objectives of NP&WLS, including conservation of values.  

• Broadly speaking, MEE can:  

✓Enable and support an adaptive approach to management  

✓Assist in effective resource allocation 

✓Promote accountability and transparency 
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✓Help involve the community and build constituencies  

✓Promote the values of NP&WLS.  

• The assessment process of India''s National Park and Wildlife Sanctuaries was adopted from 

International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) World Commission on Protected Areas 

(WCPA) framework of Management Effectiveness Evaluation (MEE).  

• There are 30 ''Headline Indicators'' developed under six elements of MEE framework suitable in 

Indian context for evaluation.  

• Each ''Headline Indicator'' had four possible answers, ''poor'' (score 2.5), ''fair'' (score 5), 

''good'' (score 7.5) and ''very good'' (score 10) to choose for evaluation.  

• The total score would be 300 by including a maximum score of all questions.  

• The ratings are assigned in four categories, as Poor -– up to 40 per cent; Fair -- 41 to 59 per cent; 

Good -- 60 to 74 per cent; Very Good -– 75 per cent and above.  

• Management Effectiveness Evaluation (MEE) of Protected Areas (PAs) has emerged as a key tool for 

PA managers and is increasingly being used by governments and international bodies to understand 

the strengths and weaknesses of the protected area management systems.  

• The results of present assessment are encouraging with overall mean MEE score of 62.01% which is 

higher than the global mean of 56%.  

• With this round of evaluation, the Ministry of Environment,Forest and Climate Change(MoEFCC) 

successfully completed one full cycle of evaluating all terrestrial National Parks and Wildlife 

Sanctuaries of the country from 2006 to 2019.  

• A new framework for MEE of Marine Protected Areas has been also jointly prepared by WII and 

MoEF&CC and it will be very useful document to implement.  

• The Environment Minister also launched the Management Effectiveness Evaluation of Indian Zoos 

(MEE-ZOO) framework 

w h i c h p r o p o s e s 

guidelines, criteria and 

indicators for evaluation 

of zoos of the country 

through Ma na g e m e nt 

Effectiveness Evaluation 

Process (MEE-ZOO) in a 

manner which is discrete, 

holistic and independent.  

• The assessment criteria 

a n d i n d i c a t o r s l o o k 

beyond the traditional 

concepts, include issues of 

animal welfare, husbandry 

a n d s u s t a i n a b i l i t y o f 

resources and finance.  
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• The 143 National Parks and Wildlife Sanctuaries are arranged in 5 regions including 29 States and 

Union Territories of India have the overall mean MEE score of 62.01% with a range from 26.66% to 

84.17% MEE score.  

• Tirthan Wildlife Sanctuary and Great Himalayan National Park, Himachal Pradesh rated with the 

highest MEE score of 84.17% and Turtle Wildlife Sanctuary, Uttar Pradesh rated with least MEE score 

of 26.66%.  
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6. Science & Technology 
6.1.Mystery of Jupiter's X-Ray Auroras 

• NASA solves 40-year-old mystery of Jupiter's X-Ray Auroras 

• Jupiter has the most powerful auroras in the solar system: they alone release about gigawatt energy, 

yet how Jupiter produces a spectacular burst of X-rays every few minutes remains mysterious  

• In a new study, scientists combined close-up observations of Jupiter’s environment by NASA’s 

satellite Juno with simultaneous X-ray measurements from the European Space Agency’s XMM-

Newton observatory  

• Scientists discovered that periodic vibrations of Jupiter’s magnetic field lines trigger those x-ray 

flares. These vibrations create plasma waves that send heavy ion particles “surfing” along magnetic 

field lines until they smash into the planet’s atmosphere, releasing energy in the form of X- ray 

auroras.  

• These heavy ion particles are originated from ionized volcanic gas pouring into space from giant 

volcanoes on Jupiter’s moon, Io. The collisions in Jupiter’s immediate environment create this ionized 

gas that forms a donut of plasma surrounding the planet.  

• These X-ray auroras occur at Jupiter’s south pole and north pole every 27 minutes.  
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